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April 10, 2020 

Government COVID-19 Action Plan:  

Full Mobilization of Manufacturing Capabilities 

Summary 

This Action Plan is an outline that every mayor and governor can use to inspire and support the 

mobilization of all available local engineering and manufacturing capabilities in order to create 

solutions for needs rising from the COVID-19 pandemic (hereinafter ‘COVID-19 Solutions’). It 

calls for launching a local COVID-19 Solutions Office comprised of professionals, lay leaders, and 

volunteers to oversee five task forces, covering all relevant segments of the manufacturing sector, 

as well as additional teams to verify needs, ‘import’ best free solutions and offer logistical support.1   

The Action Plan is relevant to any state or city that wants to ensure that their entire geography 

and all communities are taken care of, and is particularly important for smaller states, for smaller 

cities and towns even in big states, for communities or for particular institutions because they may 

not be prioritized for emergency response and may not be able to compete in the wild market of 

procurement of medical and other supplies.   

Challenge: Comprehensive Societal Response to COVID-19 

The challenge to all local governments, especially of smaller or poorer states, cities or towns, 

primarily emanates from a combination of the following: 

● Need to orchestrate top-down and bottom-up response: The COVID-19 Crisis is 

generating growing needs that strain and even overwhelm communities around the world. 

Response to these needs exceeds current ‘top-down’ capacities of governments and even 

corporates. Hence, a massive bottom-up grass-roots mobilization of makers emerged, 

who use 3D printers to develop and distribute COVID-19 Solutions2 almost independently 

of the top-down action of government and its procurement and distribution capabilities. 

However, full optimized societal response requires orchestration of top-down action 

by government and corporates, using public sector capabilities of budget, logistics, 

policy and legislation, as well as a bottom-up response of self-organizing makers and 

other volunteers.  

● Need to address all societal pockets, e.g. small communities, senior living or 

prisons: While current focus of crisis-response is on major hospitals in NYC and a few 

other metropolises, COVID-19 poses a significant threat to smaller and more distant 

 
1    The suggested Action Plan is based on the model of the Lishka, which is successfully deployed in Israel 

and supported by the office of the Prime Minister. 
2  This effort was framed by Dale Daugherty and Victor Hwang as Plan C (here).  

https://makezine.com/2020/03/22/whats-plan-c-for-covid-19/
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communities, that have 50,000 people or less and do not have emergency care 

capabilities, and to institutions that house large or vulnerable populations such as homes 

for the elderly, jails or mental health facilities, which can become deadly hotspots. 

● Smaller buyers are crowded out: The overwhelming demand for medical supplies 

marginalizes smaller and less affluent entities, who cannot compete in the current dog-

eat-dog seller’s market. This is why many communities and institutions may need to resort 

to alternative solutions that are based on local manufacturing.  

Against this backdrop, local governments – primarily governors and mayors - must respond with 

a strategy that mobilizes and organizes all available manufacturing capabilities and allows them 

to ‘blitzscale’ by making use of existing untapped resources.  

Goal: Readiness for Mass-Delivery in Every Community 

The goal of this Action Plan is to deliver COVID-19 solutions in every community in the USA in 

the immediate future. 

Means:  

Mobilization of all available manufacturing capabilities based on five task-forces. 

Action Plan: 

● Clear structure: COVID-19 Solutions Office, with clear structure reporting to a principal 

and operating with a small core team of full-time professionals, supported by lay leaders 

and volunteers. It will need to make many operational decisions.   

● Chief Operations Officer responsible for identifying needs, product design, 

manufacturing, supply chain and logistics (see below).  

● Chief Manufacturing Officer overseeing 5 task forces: 

○ Task Force A focusing on large high-level manufacturing facilities that can 

deliver FDA-level COVID-19 Solutions; 

○ Task Force B focusing on industrial facilities that can be repurposed to create 

and deliver medical and other supplies for local needs (including FDA-approved);  

○ Task Force C focusing on advanced maker shops in local universities and 

existing makerspaces that have significant advanced 3D printing and 

complementary manufacturing capabilities (such as laser cutters or CNC 

machines) who can do last-mile development of COVID-19 Solutions (only if 

needed) or immediately deliver them; 
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○ Task Force D focuses 3D Printing shops, which may be in universities, schools 

or makerspaces, that have hives of 3D printers and other complementary 

manufacturing capabilities and can immediately begin production;  

○ Task Force E focuses on the ‘Maker Army’ of private people who own workshops 

or 3D printers covering the entire territory.  

Note: Task forces should be deployed as relevant. For example, some states or cities may 

not need a Task Force A.  

● Chief Needs Officer for need-verification: There should be a team that orchestrates all 

current needs and anticipates future needs across the entire geography. They should work 

with a contact person in every relevant institution - such as hospitals, treatment centers, 

senior citizens homes, jails or mental health facilities - that may require COVID-19 

Solutions. The goal is to optimize manufacturing, anticipate needs and avoid overlapping 

requests.  

● Chief Solutions Team responsible for sourcing the web for the right COVID-19 Solution 

to local needs, specifically those which are well-documented and ready to be 

manufactured. Online libraries of open source developed products are available.  

● Supply Chain Team, that focuses on making sure that Task Forces A-E have the 

necessary filaments, electronic devices, materials, etc.  

● Logistics Team that uses volunteers to deliver COVID-19 Solutions to users and 

essential materials to the manufacturing entities.  

● Chief Engineering Team for product development only if necessary. This is a small team 

and may not be required or relevant in small communities.   

Existing Online Library of Products 

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 crisis, many solutions were developed around the world and 

documented to support local manufacturing. Such solutions include personal protective gears, 

respirators and ventilators, and more. They are now available for anyone to use. Effective usage 

of these resources is essential. See for example, OSMS (Open Source Medical Supplies).  

Immediate steps: 

Governor or mayor may consider immediately taking the following steps: 

1. Approve a ‘Manufacturing Action Plan’ for their local government 

2. Assign the core team 

3. Mandate an initial survey of local resources for COVID-19 Solutions per the different task-

forces 

4. Call upon all manufacturers to join the local task force. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/opensourcecovid19medicalsupplies/
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[Note] specific action plans are required for universities and maker army.  

Conclusion 

This plan is brought forward by TOM based on a model that is being deployed in Israel (see 

annex). Toward these efforts, TOM is happy to share the following resources: 

● A playbook for local response teams 

● Online library of products (here) 

● Contact person: Maayan Keren.  

  

https://tomglobal.org/
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Annex 

TOM Additional Background 

TOM: Tikkun Olam Makers 

TOM: Tikkun Olam Makers is a global humanitarian venture launched from Israel and led by Gidi 

Grinstein and a team of dedicated professionals in NYC and Tel-Aviv. TOM is a movement of 

innovators creating extremely affordable solutions for neglected needs of people with disabilities, 

the elderly and other disadvantaged individuals and communities around the world. TOM was 

launched in Israel in 2014 inspired by a bold goal of helping 250,000,000 people. As of March 

2020, TOM supported 67 TOM Communities in 23 countries, who have 450 TOM Solutions in 

different phases of development. 

TOM’s Unique Value Proposition 

The unique assets TOM brings to the COVID19 Response are: 

● The TOM Playbook for end-to-end innovation and distribution of solutions 

● A world-wide web of communities including in the USA (and other countries) 

● The TOM web-platform (here) which houses solutions and communities 

● Our focus on open-source and distributed manufacturing 

TOM’s Theory of Impact 

● Social Innovation and not just technical innovation: While most focus is on scientific 

and technical innovation, parallel focus must be on innovative ways of organizing people 

within the new condition of Social distancing, remote-work, no big gatherings, etc. 

● It’s a sprint and a marathon: while working to address immediate life-saving needs, 

capacities must be built for the intermediate and long-term; 

● Need capacities and platforms for many solutions: COVID-19 is an extremely dynamic 

crisis and the needs it generates vary from place to place. Hence, we must build capacities 

for creating and delivering many solutions to many problems as opposed to specific 

solutions to specific problems; 

● Designed to scale through a platform and a standardized process that is replicable, as 

well as through leveraging existing networks and untapped resources;  

● While there is scarcity, there is also abundance of untapped resources e.g. 

underused manufacturing facilities on campus, talent and a tremendous amount of 

goodwill. Our approach must allow the abundance to address the scarcity; 

https://tomglobal.org/project?id=5e731a4294711e10b13ebe44
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● Open-source and open-innovation: all products must be open-source to allow local 

adaptation and customization and well as co-creation of solutions (which is already 

happening); 

● Crowd-sourcing: At the core of our approach is the sourcing of crowds to perform 

essential tasks. As mentioned, this requires a strong platform, standardized processes 

(Playbooks) and clear rules-of-engagement; 

● Distributed-Manufacturing is key to ensuring that COVID19 Solutions reach every 

corner of our societies. Every makerspace should be activated to serve their community. 

● Ecosystem approach to impact: We work across the ecosystem with multiple partners 

including local makerspaces, community organizations, universities and schools.  

End. 

 


